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1. INTRODUCTION 
FOR a topological space X, the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category, c&X, is defined to be the 
least natural number n such that there are n + 1 open subsets of X which cover X and are 
(each) contractible in X. 
This number was introduced in [lo] where it was showed that, when X is a smooth 
manifold, catX + 1 gives a lower bound for the number of critical points of a smooth 
function on X. The definition we use in this paper for the L.S.-cat assigns to a point the 
category 0 and not 1 as it appears ometimes in the literature. It is easy to see that c&X is an 
invariant of the homotopy type of X. 
From now on, unless otherwise specified, we will work inside the pointed category of 
spaces of the homotopy type of pointed C W-complexes. 
For path-connected spaces of this kind there are two other equivalent definitions of cat. 
The first one, introduced by Whitehead, asserts that c&X I n iff the diagonal 
A”+i: X-r X”+t factors through the fat wedge T”+‘X G X”+l. 
The second, belonging to Ganea, states that c&X I n iff the fibration 
OX*@+ 1) 6 --+ B,SZX + X has a section. Here RX * (n+ i) is the (n + 1)-fold join of RX and 
E,QX = QX*(“+l) in - &RX is the n-th filtration in Milnor’s construction for the classify- 
ing space of RX. 
Very often &RX is called the n-th space of Ganea associated to X, [3]. 
Remark. The L.S.-cat is an interesting notion for spaces more general than the ones we 
concentrate on here (see [8]). Following Dold, for a path-connected and well pointed space 
X we may define the category as 1+ the least number of sets in an open, numerable 
covering of X with subsets containing * and contractible in X. This definition is equivalent 
with both the pointed and unpointed version of Whitehead’s definition. 
For simply-connected rational spaces of finite type there is still another description of 
the category given by Felix and Halperin [4]. Let’s first define a related notion (all our 
rational differential graded algebras (dga’s) will be commutative). 
Dejinition 1. Let d be a rational, augmented ga. The nil-length of &, nil d, is the least 
natural number n such that there is another rational, augmented ga B, quasi-isomorphic 
to &, such that a is nilpotent of order n + 1. If no such n exists, then nil& = co. 
Felix and Halperin’s description of the category asserts that a rational space X’ has 
catX’ I n if a free simply connected dga of finite type, representing the homotopy type of 
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X’, is a homotopy retract of a dga of nil I n. This description is based on the fact that the 
n-th Ganea space is represented by such a nilpotent dga. 
For further use let nilX’ = nil(~‘4(X’)) (where d(X’) is Sullivan’s minimal model of X’, 
[ 12)). If X’ is the rationalization of a simply connected CW-complex X, we may interpret 
nilX’ as the “homotopic nilpotency” of the algebra of P.L. forms on X. 
The starting point for the present paper is a study by Lemaire and Sigrist [9] of the car 
of rational spaces. They define, for a rational free dgL (differential graded Lie algebra) L, its 
cone-length C1L to be the least m such that there is a free dgL, (L’, d), quasi-isomorphic to 
L and a filtration on L’, 
0 = F,L’ G Fi L’ c . . . s F,L’ = L’ 
such that FiL’ = L(r), with dT c Fi_ 1 L’, i 2 1 (if no such m exists, then, of course, 
GIL = co; L(T,) is the free Lie algebra on c). The cone-length of X’ is defined to be the 
cone-length of its Quillen model. Geometrically this means that X’ has CIX’ I n iff there is 
a sequence of cofibration sequences: 
with Hi, x rational spaces, Y1 and Hi a bouquet of spheres for i > 0 and Y, = X’. In the 
same paper it was showed that Cl = cat for formal and coformal spaces and it was 
conjectured that the equality holds for all rational spaces. 
A few years later it was proved by Felix and Thomas, [S], that this conjecture is valid for 
spaces of category 2. 
Remark. It is worth mentioning here that a relation between cat and a notion of 
cone-length appeared earlier in the work of Ganea. Indeed, let X be a path-connected space. 
Ganea, [6], introduced the notion of strong category of X: CatX = the least natural 
number n for which there is a covering of a space with the homotopy type of X by n + 1 
open, contractible subsets. He proved that CatX I n iff there are cofibration sequences: 
Li~Xi~Xi+l, Oli<n 
with X,, = * and X, 1: X. It is clear that CatX 2 catX. It was later proved by Ganea and 
Takens, [ll], that CatX I catX + 1. 
In this paper we introduce a new type of cone-length: 
DeJnition 2. Let X be of the homotopy type of a path-connected, pointed CW-complex. 
The cone-length of X, ClX, is the least n for which there are cofibration sequences: 
CiZi~Xi-tXi+l, Oli<n (1) 
with X0 N * and X, 21 X (for notational convenience the O-suspension of a space is taken to 
be the space itself, C”Z = Z). If no such n exists, ClX = co. 
Remarks. a. Initially we intended to use a “milder” cone-length in whose definition 
appears, for each i > 0, a single suspension CZi (instead of C’Zi). The notion obtained in 
this way will be denoted by clX. The definition of ClX above was suggested to us by Dieter 
Puppe. 
b. It is obvious that ClX 2 clX 2 CatX 2 catX. Any co-H-space which is not a sus- 
pension is an example of space with Cat = 2 and car = 1. 
c. A priori we have, for rational spaces, two invariants denoted by ClX: one obtained 
using the rational variant of the above definition, and the other given by the original 
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definition of Lemaire and Sigrist. In fact they agree because rational suspensions are wedges 
of sphL:es and, rationally, (1) means just that the i + l-level in a cone decomposition of X is 
obtained by attaching to the i-level cells of dimension at least i + 1. But this happens in any 
reasonable “short” cone decomposition of X. 
In the second section of the paper we will prove: 
THEOREM 1.1 For X as above, if catX = n, then there is a space Z such that 
Cl(X v C”Z) I n. 
Some interesting consequences are: 
COROLLARY 1.2. Cl X 2 cat X + 1 
COROLLARY 1.3. If k > cat X, then cat&RX) = cat X. 
Remarks. a. It is a wellknown fact that for k I catX, cat(&RX) = k. That together with 
our result gives a precise description of cat(B&X) for all integers k. 
b. The above result is stronger than a recent one of Dold’s, obtained by different 
methods, which asserts that k > catX implies cat(&OX) I catX + 1. 
c. Incidentally we obtain, if X is a manifold, that the minimal number of critical points 
of a smooth function on X is bounded from below by CIX. 
d. Recently Doeraene, [2], showed that the notion of L.S.-category can be formulated in 
the more general context of a type of category similar to a Quillen closed model category, 
but satisfying a suplimentary, important, axiom: 
If, in the commutative, cube diagram below, the lateral faces are (homotopy) pull-backs 
and the bottom face is a push-out, then the top is a homotopy push-out. 
D’- C’ 
\,, i\B, 
” i 
D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * C 
\v 
\ .... 
. . . . 
Y 
A----& 
He called this type of category a J-category. Then he showed that inside a J-category, 
Whitehead’s and Ganea’s definitions of the L.S.-cat coincide. It was also proved by Hess 
and Lemaire [7] that, in this context, the original definition of cat can be formulated and 
that it agrees with the other two ones. 
Theorem 1.1 and its corollaries are valid inside a J-category. Even if we prefer not to use 
the language of J-categories, we will write the proofs in such a way that a translation into 
that language will be more or less automatic. 
There is considerable interest for product formulas for cat and Cat ([l 11, Cl]). We will 
prove here such a formula for the cone-length. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Cl(X x Y) I Cl X + Cl Y. 
In the third section we will turn to the rational context. 
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First we will analyze the case of the spaces of cat = 2. Using the geometric consider- 
ations of the second section we present a new proof for the result of Felix and Thomas 
giving the equality cat = Cl in this case. After another related construction concerning these 
spaces we go to the main result of the section: 
THEOREM 1.5. For any simply-connected rational space of finite type X’ we have 
Cl X’ = nil X’. 
Remarks. a. This equality was believed to hold for some time ([4], [9]). 
b. It seems to be reasonable to expect that, in fact, nilX’ = CatX’ (this is certainly true 
for formal, coformal, and L.S.-category 2 spaces). 
c. As all the homotopic invariants (that we are studying here) of the rationalization of 
a space are smaller or equal than the corresponding invariants of the initial space, a trivial 
consequence of the theorem above is that the minimal number of critical points of a smooth 
function on a (simply-connected) manifold is bounded from below by the “homotopic 
nilpotency” of its algebra of P.L. forms. This suggests a more direct (and possibly geometric) 
relation between critical point theory and some form of nilpotency of the (P.L.) de Rham 
*algebra of the manifold. 
2. CONE-LENGTH. GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the following proposition (which has some interest 
in itself): 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let F i --+ E + B be a jibration with B, E path connected. Then 
Cl(E/F) 5 Cl B (here E/F is, up to homotopy, the cofibre of F 2 E). 
Proof In the following each commutativity, pull-back or push-out diagram is under- 
stood to be valid up to homotopy. We will use the following two facts: 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that, in the commutative, cube diagram below, all lateral faces are 
pull-backs and that the bottom face is a push-out. 
D’p C’ 
\A, i\, 
+B’ 
;, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * .. . . . 
1” 
b. 
. .._ 
. . . . 
‘1 * 
A-B 
Denote by F the commonjibre of the vertical edges. The induced square: 
D’JF d C’IF 
is a push-out. 
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Proof The square 
D’ - C’ 
I I 
A’ - B’ 
is clearly a push-out and, in general, if we have a commutative diagram like: 
A”‘_, 
with the vertical edges being cofibration sequences and the top and middle level being 
push-out squares, then the bottom level is a push out diagram also. In our case A” = I?” = 
C” = D” = F. 
LEMMA 2.3. 
((C”X) x Y)/( * x Y) = Z”((X x Y)/( * x Y)) 
Proof: In the commutative, cube diagram below the bottom is a push-out and the lateral 
faces are pull-backs. 
xxT[\ 
Y---f-- (ZX) x Y 
* 
x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., 6 
\. 
* . . * i ,I . .._ 5.. . . -. h XX 
By applying the previous lemma we get a push-out square: 
(Xx Y)/(*x Y) - * 
I I 
* - (XXX Y)/(*x Y) 
That means Z((X x Y)/( * x Y)) N (XX x Y)/( * x Y). This is the statement for n = 1. The 
cases n > 1 follow immediately by induction. 
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We return now to the proof of the proposition. 
Suppose CIB = n. Then there are cofibration sequences 
C’Zi~Xi-,Xi+l, 01 i< n 
with X0 N * and X, z B. Denote by Ui: Xi + B the obvious inclusions. Consider the 
pull-back fibrations induced by the Ui’s: 
We want to prove by induction that for 0 < i I n, CI(E,/F) 2 i. Clearly for i = 0 this is 
indeed the case as E, = F and, hence, Eo/F ‘v *. Suppose now that Cl(E,/F) 5 k < n. We 
have the following commutative diagram 
‘“*“ky-;\ 
& ; >&+I 
” 
xkz, . . . . . . . . . . . . 
G 
. . . . . . ., * .-.. . . *... 
‘.* .# 
Xk- Xk+l 
Where the bottom face is a push-out and the lateral faces are pull-backs. Apply now Lemma 
2.2. We get a push-out square: 
(CkZk X F)/( * X F)- * 
I I 
&IF -&+1/F 
But by Lemma 2.3 (ckZk x F)/( * x F) N Ck((zk x F)/( * x F)). This 
C/(Ek+r/F) 5 k + 1. 
implies 
Remark. The previous construction gives a very explicit cone decomposition 
terms of one for B. 
of E/F in 
We start now the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
We have first to recall some of the properties of the spaces of Ganea (B,nX). For a space 
X we have the fibrations 
E,RX = (OX)*@‘+“& B,nX-fi,X 
The property that interests us here is that B,, r RX is, up to homotopy, the cofibre of i, and 
that the map t, + 1 is induced in the obvious way (by sending E,SZX to a point) by t,. Also, 
under the equivalence BRX N X, t, corresponds just to the inclusion B,RX E BOX. 
Clearly BoRX 2: *. Recall that A * B = C(A A B), as a consequence of this: 
(QX) *PI+ 1) = Cn( A(“+‘)QX) (2) 
Suppose that cat X I n. That means, by Ganea’s description of cat, that t,: B,RX -+ X 
admits a section s. This implies the existence of the commutative diagram below, whose 
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rows and columns are fibrations: 
RE,RX - + - E,RX 
I I I 
RE,RX 2 X - B,RX 
I idl id I * -x- X 
It follows that j is homotopically trivial, hence X/Q(E,QX) N X v xR(E,RX). Making use 
of the formula: 
CRx.A = x( Vk> ,( Atk’/t)) (3) 
we get that UJ(E,RX) N C”Z for some Z (which can be determined exactly from (2) and 
(3)). 
Apply now the Proposition 2.1 to the fibration 
RE,RX + X + B,RX 
This will give CI(X v Y/Z) I n. 
The proof of Corollary 1.2 is very easy now. Indeed X is the cofibre of the inclusion: 
z:“z+ x v FZ. 
Notice that the proof of the Theorem 1.1 gives a precise cone decomposition of 
X v C”Z and, consequently, of X. In this context it is useful to have: 
LEMMA 2.4. Let F + E + B be as before. Suppose Cl(B v H) I n, then 
Cl((E/F) v (H x F)/( * x F)) I n. 
Proof: Consider the fibration F + G -+ B v H induced by the map B v H + B which 
collapses H to the base point. Clearly this fibration is trivial over H. Hence we have the 
following commutative diagram: 
‘\“x’\ 
E- ; l G 
v i 
* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .., H 
\v ‘... . . . . . . . . ‘ir v 
B l BvH 
The conditions needed for applying Lemma 2.2 are satisfied and this gives us the com- 
mutative push-out square: 
*-(HxF)/(*xF) 
E/F A GIF 
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That means G/F N E/F v (If x F)/( *.x F). By Proposition 2.1 we also have CI(G/F) I n. 
For the Corollary 1.3, remark that E/F is a retract of G/F, hence cat(E/F) 5 
cat(G/F) I n. Using Theorem 1.1 we get cat(E/F) I c&B and we may apply this to the 
fibration EkRX + BkRX -+ X. 
Remarks. a. The inequality cat(E/F) I catB can also be obtained directly by using 
Whitehead’s definition of cat. Using this definition c&X < n is equivalent to the existence of 
a covering of B with closed sets Ai, 0 I i < n, such that there are pointed homotopies 
hi: B x [0, l] 4 B, h6 = id, hi(A,) = *. Lift hi to Hi: E x [0, 1) + E such that Hi = id. Let 
7; c E be the preimage of Ai. Then H’,(K) c F and H:‘(F) c F for all TV [0, 11. We get 
induced homotopies I?‘: E/F x [0, l] + E/F and Ai/F, 1 I i I n will cover E/F, I?; = id, 
H:(A,/F) = *. 
We will prove now the product formula (Proposition 1.4): CI(X x Y) I CIX + CIY. 
Proof Let CIX = m, Cl Y = n. There are cofibration sequences: 
Ui/‘Ai- Ai+l, vj~ Bj- Bj+l 
withO<i<m,O<j<n,A,=X,B,% Y,Ui=C’Zi, Vj=~jWj,Ao=B,=*.Wemay, 
of course, assume Ai+ 1 = Ai UL CUi, Bj+ 1 = BjU,,CUj (CX being the cone over X). This 
gives an increasing filtration for X and one for Y: 
such that Ai+ 1 - Ai=CUi- Ui, Bj+l - Bj = Cl$ - 4. Here Ui (resp. 5) is identified 
with the “boundary” of the cone CUi (resp. Cy). Define Kj = (Ai - Ai_ 1) x (Bj - Bj- I), T 
the closure of Tj, Dij = CUiml x Cf$,, Sk = lJi+jzk ~j, and R, = Uksr Sk. Here 
O~i~m,O<j~n,O~k~m+n,O~t~m+nandweconsiderA,andB,emptywhen 
k < 0. 
Notice that X x Y = R,+, ZI R,+“_, 2 . . . I> R,, = * is a filtration for X x Y and 
R, - R,_ r = S,, also Tij n T, j, is empty when (i, j) # (i’, j’). Moreover if i + j = t, then 
G-Tic R,_,. 
Each Dij is attached to Ri+j_ 1 following a map 
hij: Ui* vj=(CUi_l X ~-1) U (Ui_l xC~_~)~ Ri+j_l 
(Us-,x y-1) 
The map hij is obtained from the push-out square: 
u,_,xf$, p2 
(where p1 and pz are projections) by hij = u * v with 
U: Ui_l ~ Ai_l -Ai_1XBjcyRi+j-1 
v: y_,- 
91-l B,_ 
, I+AiXBj-1 4 Ri+j-1 
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The previous remarks imply that we have a push-out diagram: 
V Vi-l*&1 + /I Dij 
i+j=k i+j=k 
1 ! 
Rk-1 - Rk 
Recall that Dij ‘v * and Ui_l* V,_l = C’-‘Zi_,*Cj-’ Wjml = Ck-l(Zi_l A &-,) for 
i+j=k. 
This gives a cofibration sequence: Ek- ’ (Zi_ 1 A ~_,)+Rk_,-+RkfOrO<k<n+m. 
Remark. It is clear that the preceding results have analogues involving the “milder” 
notion of cone-length, clX. For this invariant the same type of arguments as those used in 
proving Theorem 1.1 lead to: 
If X is a retract of Y, then there exists CZ such that c/(X v CZ) 5 clY and, in particular, 
ClX 2 c/Y + 1. 
3. THE RATIONAL CASE 
By contrast with the precedent section here we will pursue an algebraic study of the 
cone-length of rational spaces. All objects in this section will be rational and all spaces will 
be of finite type. 
We start by making more precise the definition we will use. We will denote by 
L(X)=L(X1,...,Xij.. .) the free Lie algebra on the set of generators X = {Xi}is,. 
Let (L, d) = (L(X), d) be a free dgL and let % = {FkX} be an increasing filtration on X. 
We will say it is a diflerential filtration if: 
a. 0 = F,X, U Fkx = x 
b. d(F,,X) c L(F,_ 1X) 
Clearly such a filtration induces one on L by F,L = L(F,,X). For x EL denote byfd(x) 
the filtration degree of x. Also denote by F(%, X) the length of % (this may also be infinite). 
It is easy to see that GIL = min{F(%‘, X’): (L(X'), d’) 1: (L, d) and %’ is a differential 
filtration on X’}. 
Remark. As exemplified in [9] different systems of generators of the same dgL may 
admit differential filtrations of distinct length. 
We begin by looking at some special results concerning the spaces of category 2. 
A. If catX = 2 then C/X = catX. (This is the result of Felix and Thomas mentioned in 
the introduction.) 
By Theorem 1.1 there is a bouquet of spheres Z = Vi S’t with finitely many spheres in 
each dimension such that C/(X v Z) I 2. Consequently it will be enough to know: 
LEMMA 3.1. IfCl(X v S”) = 2, then ClX = 2. 
Proof: Let L = (L(G), d), G = { gi}isr be a dgL of the homotopy type of a Quillen model 
for X v S” and 0 c G1 c GZ = G a length 2 differential filtration. We may choose G in such 
a way that d(C Uigi) = 0 with uieQ, Ui # 0 implies gie G1. Clearly we have d(G,) = 0 
and d(G,) c [Cl, G,]. We know that H,(L(G), d) N x,+~(X v S”) and H,(L(G)/ 
[L(G), L(G)]) = H,+ l(X v S”). If h: L(G)+ L(G)/[L(G), L(G)] is the projection, 
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then h,: H,(L(G), d) + H,(L(G)/[L(G), L(G)]) is identified with the Hurewicz 
homomorphism. 
Denote by tl E n,(X v S”) the class of S” 4 X v S”. Remark that h,(a) # 0. Choose x E L 
of minimal filtration degree among the elements verifying dx = 0 and h*([x]) = h,(a). 
Consider Li = (L*L(y), d,), d, = d on G, d,(y) = x. Notice that Li represents the 
homotopy type of X. If fd(x) = 1, then define fd(y) = 2 and we get an obvious length 
2 differential filtration on G u { y). 
Suppose fd(x) = 2. Write x = g + m where g = 1 aigi, Ui~Q, ME [L, L]. Iffd(m) = 1 
we obtain ‘d(g) = 0 which implies fd(g) = 1 and this contradicts the choice of x. Hence 
fd(g) = 2 =fd(m). Let L2 = L,/(y, dy), then, as the ideal (y, dy) is acyclic, Li N Lz. It is easy 
to see that L2 is free. Indeed a way to think about L2 is to choose a gh E G with a,, # 0 and 
replace it by g as a generator of L. That is, let G’ = (G - jg,,}) u {g, y}. Then 
L2 2: L(G’ - {g}) and the projection p: Li + L2 corresponds to a map sending t + t for 
t E G’, g + - m and y + 0. This map induces also a filtration on L2 byfd(p(t)) = fd(t). It is 
clearly possible to choose the replaced gh such thatfd(gh) = 2. In this casef‘d(g,) =fd(g) = 
fd(m) = 2 and it is straightforward to check that this length 2 filtration is differential. 
B. A special “short” model for spaces of category 2. 
Recall the functor %?: DGL -+ DGCCo where DGL is the category of dgL’s and DGCC,, is 
the category of differential, graded, cocomutative, connected coalgebras (dgc) [12]. For 
a dgl, (L, d), V(L) is, as a graded vector space, A(sL) (s is the suspension; A(X) is the free, 
graded, commutative, connected algebra on X). The coproduct is induced by the coalgebra 
structure of the tensorial coalgebra. On V?(L) the differential 6 is described by: 6 = 6, + bE, 
6,(sx) = - sd(x), 6,(sx, A sxz) = (- l)‘%[xi, x2]. 
Denote by (%Zi(L)j the primitive filtration on V(L). 
LEMMA 3.2. Jfajnite type, connected dgL, L, admits a difSerential)‘iltration of length less 
or equal than 2, then there is a dgc C 6 g(L) such that C c V&(L) and i is a quasi- 
isomorphism. 
Proof: Again let L = (L(G), d) and let the differential filtration be 0 c Gi s G2 = G. If 
it is of length 1 assume G2 = Gi. Remark that in this case, as d is trivial, if we take Q(G) as 
a dgc with trivial differential and coproduct, the inclusion Q(G) 4 %‘(L) is a quasi- 
isomorphism. 
Suppose now the length of the filtration to be 2. We can assume that d is decomposable 
(dG c [L, L]). Indeed d(G,) = 0 and if gEG2 - G1, then dg = Caigi + m with SiEG, 
m E [L, L] and fd(gi) = fd(m) = 1. If some a, # 0, by a standard method we may eliminate 
g and gs from L and it is easy to see that on the resulting dgL we can define (as in the proof of 
the previous Lemma) a length 2 differential filtration. Because of this assumption each of the 
elements of G will represent a homology class of%(L) and, also, each such homology class is 
represented by an element of G. Denote by 1x1 the degree of XEL, we will indicate this 
degree by an upper index. 
Suppose that for k I n we have proved that Lk = L(Gi u (G2) I ‘, d) satisfies our claim. 
That is, there exists Ck c ‘is,(L,) and the inclusion Ck c %?(L,J is a quasi-isomorphism. We 
will show that for any gE G2 - Gi, 191 = k + 1, there is a dgc, C” c gz((L,*L(g), d)), 
containing both Ck and sg and such that the inclusion C” c %‘((Lk * L(g), d)) is a quasi- 
isomorphism. 
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The construction of C” goes as follows: 
Let dg = m. We want first to construct a dgc C’ such that: C’ 4 %‘(L,) induces 
a quasi-isomorphism, sm E C’, Ck c C’ and C’ c ‘is,(L,). If sm E Ck, then C’ = Ck. 
If SM #C,, express m = C Ui [ai, bi], ai EL, bi E L, Ui E Q. We know fd(ai) = fd(bi) = 1. 
Let .J be such that s[Ui, bi] $C, iff ie.J. Take C; = Ck @ @isJ (Q(s[ai, bi])). But s[ai, bi] 
represents a nontrivial homology class in C; . In fact, the s[ai, bi]‘sy ieJ, will represent the 
kernel of H,(C; 4 %?(Lk)). Indeed, in g(L), s[ai, bi] = 6((sai) A (sbi)). Consequently, we 
have to add to C; the elements (sai) A (sbi). But for preserving the coalgebra structure we 
must also have the SUES and sbts (for ieJ). So let CL = C; + xieJ Q(sai A sbi) + 
CiEJ Q(sai) + CiaJ Q(sbi). 
Remark that the possible kernel of H,(C; 4 %‘(Lk)) appears in degree at most 
max{ /ail, Ibil: ie.l} < I[ai, bill = Iml. That means that our procedure (applied this time to 
sm) moves the kernel of the inclusion C; c %?( Lk) downwards (with respect to 1. I). Using it 
repeatedly, because of the finite type conditions, we will get C’ with the required properties. 
Take C” = C’ @ Q(sg) with d(sg) = sm. 
It is clear that the construction applied to g can now be applied to the other elements of 
degree k + 1. Consequently, our claim will follow by induction. 
We start now proving the Theorem 1.5. 
First the inequality CIX 2 nilX. 
Recall the functor _.Y* : 2’* = 9 0 # where 9: DGCCo + DGL applied to a dgc, (C, 6), 
gives 9(C) = (L(s-‘C), d) with d = d, + dZ, d,(s-‘c) = - s-‘(&), d2(s-‘c) = 
- 1/2X(- l)‘c:‘[s-lc;,s - ’ cf’] where c E C, ilc = c cl @ cf [ 123; # is a dualization fun- 
ctor #: DGAo + DGCCo. 
The idea for the proof comes from a simple remark: Let (AX, d) be a free dga with 
d decomposable. Choose a vector space basis, B, for AX which consists of monomials and 
take all duals with respect to this basis. Suppose that for b E B we definefd(s-lb*) = length 
of b as a monomial. It is easy to check that this filtration is differential. 
The outline of the proof is the following: 
1. Look for a certain type of filtration on a free Lie algebra of finite type which can be 
easily transformed into a differential one without increasing its length. 
2. Show that for any finite type connected dga ~4, with d(“+ ‘) = 0, we can get on 
Z.+(d) a filtration like the one discussed at the previous point with length I n. 
3. Show that if nilX I n, then X can be represented by a finite type, simply connected 
dga d’ with d’(“+i) = 0. 
In this case 9*(&‘) is a Quillen model of X and the previous two steps give a differential 
filtration of length less than n on 9.+(&‘). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose L = L(X), X = {xi}ial ofjnite type. If 9 = {F,X} is an 
increasing$ltration on X with the properties: 
a. 0 = FOX, U Fix = X 
b. For each xi write dxi = 2 u:x,, + mi, where i, he1 and miE [L, L]. 
Assume: 
fd(xi) >fd(mi) 
Then Cl L I F(9, L). 
(4) 
Proof: It is clearly enough to find a free dgL, L’, and a quasi-isomorphism f: L + L’ 
such that f(X) contains a free system of generators of L’ and with the property that if we 
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define 
fd(f(xi)) =fdCxi) (5) 
then the filtration induced on L’ is differential. 
The dgL L’ (together with the morphism f) is obtained by iterating the following 
procedure. 
Suppose that for each xi with i E I and Ixil < k we have fd(xi) >fd(dxi) and suppose 
there is an x E X which verifies 1 XI = k andfd(x) I fd(dx) (if for all k no such x exists we are 
done). 
We will construct a dgL, L1 , together with a quasi-isomorphismf, : L -+ L1 such that: 
1. The set fr (X) contains a free system of generators of L,, Y. 
2. The filtration induced on L, by (5) satisfies conditions a. and b. 
3. For some B= withfd(x,) <fd(dxdl), (x,( = k, we havefr(x,) = 0 and for ye Y, (y( < k, 
fd(y) >fd(dy). 
Consider the set A = {i E I: IXil = k,fd(xi) <fd(dx,)}. Recall that for each u E I we have 
dx, = c u.“xh + m,. Let z E A be such thatfd(m,) = min{ fd(mj): jc A}. Select also a /3 such 
thatSd(xp) = mux{fd(x,): ai # O}. Let L1 = L/(x,, dx,). 
Let fr : L + L1 be the projection. Denote yi =fr (xi) for ill’ = I - (2, a). Notice that, 
as the ideal (x,, dx,) is acyclic,f, is a surjective quasi-isomorphism; it also satisfies: 
1. .fr(x~) = (6.fr(m,) - Ch fn a,hyh)ld. 
2. fib&) = 0 
Clearly Y = { yi} is a free system of generators for L, . 
Denote ml =fi(mi). Let iElf. We have dy, = xhG,’ a:y,, + rn,! + a!(- rni - 
c h + n u,hyt,)/u,P. Define nowfd(yi) =fd(xi). 
We have to check if b. is satisfied. First notice fd(x,) >fd(m, + C,, + 2 a,hx,,) because 
fd(dx,) >fd(x,) >fd(m,) and because of the choice of 8. Consequently, 
fd(fi (xp)) 5 fd(xp). This implies fd(mf) 2 fd(mi) for all i E I’. Thus for all such i’s we have 
fd(y,) >fd(mf). This proves b. when us = 0. When us # 0 we need also fd( yi) >fd(mi). 
Clearly Jxi( = k. There are two possibilities: first fd(xi) >fd(dxi); if this happens we have 
fd(JJi) =fd(xi) >fd(dxi) kfd(xa) (b ecause ua # 0) zfd(m,) =f’d(mL). We are left with the 
case fd(xi) Ifd(dxi). But, by the choice of a, we havefd(ml) =,fd(mi) zfd(m,). 
Now we will see what kind of filtration we need on a dga & such that on U,(d) we 
have a filtration of the type discussed in the previous proposition. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let &’ be a finite type, connected dgu and let B = {gi}ier be a basis (us 
a linear space) for d containing 1 EQ. Suppose there is an increasing filtration on B, {BiS, 
0 I i I n, such that B0 = 1, B, = B and for each gi E B we have 
fd(gi) > mux{fd(gtAfd(gtJI (6) 
whenever ui # 0 in ghgk = c usgs, where both g,, and gk are different from 1. Then on Z’*(d) 
we can find a jiltration with the properties in the previous proposition and having length n. 
Proof: We dualize everything with respect to B. Denote by xi = s- ’ (97) for gi # 1. The 
set X = {xi)ie, is a set of free generators for Z*(d). Definefd(xi) =fd(gi). Checking that 
this is the right type of filtration is straightforward (of course, we add 0 as the O-filtration). 
The second step is concluded by: 
LEMMA 3.5. Let d be a finite type, connected dgu. If d -(‘+ ” = 0, then there is a basis and 
u.filtrution of length at most t with the properties in the previous lemma. 
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Proof: Take {xi,. , .x1,. . .} a minimal system of generators for &’ as an algebra. 
Denote by ~4” the elements of degree n in J$‘. The construction of our basis will be done by 
induction. Definefd(1) = 0. 
Suppose that for XZ” with t < n we have constructed a basis consisting of monomials and 
a filtration satisfying the condition in the previous lemma and such that for the elements of 
this basis, bf, in I,, t < n, we havefd(bf) = length of bf as a monomial in the xi’s When we 
speak about the length of a monomial be& we understand the longest expression of 
b written as a monomial in the xi’s. Notice that, because of the finite type assumption, there 
are just finitely many such expressions for b, moreover, because ~?(‘+r) = 0, all such 
expressions are shorter or equal than t. In this way the length is well defined (otherwise it 
may not be because _M’ is not free). 
Now d” is generated (as a linear space) by monomials of the type m = IIxFl, hi EN and 
C hilxil = n. Ch oose the longest such monomial, that is the one for which l(m) = 1 hi is 
maximal. Denote by b; this monomial and define fd(b;) = l(b;). It is clear that the 
condition (6) is satisfied in the case of by. Now suppose we have constructed by,. . , bz 
linearly independent elements in &“, monomials, such that fd(b;) = l(b;) L l(b:+,) = 
fd(bf+ 1) and such that condition (6) is satisfied for each i I k. 
Take bi+I to be the longest monomial linearly independent with respect to (b”,,}. 
Definefd(b;+ i) = l(b,“+ 1). 
Let’s check our critical condition. Take bi, b,” with s + m = n. Express bib: = 
1::; h’b; + g h w ere g is linearly independent with respect to (b”, k+ 1 }, hk+ ’ # 0. We have 
l(b:b,“) > max{l(b;), l(b,") j = max{fd(bZ),fd(bZ)}. Thus if fd(bi+ 1) = l(b,“+ 1) 2 l(bEb,“) 
we have nothing more to prove. If this is not the case, because of the choice of b:+ 1, that 
means bib,” is linearly dependent with respect to (b;, . . , bi). But that leads to contradic- 
tion because it implies that (by,. , bl, b;+ 1) are linearly dependent. 
The third step is given by the following construction. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let & and W be two dga’s, & of$nite type and simply-connected and 
g augmented such that there is a morphism f: d -+ 93 of augmented algebras inducing an 
isomorphism in cohomology. If @ M+ ‘) = 0 n > 0, then there exists a simply-connectedjnite 
type dga &‘, 2’(“+” = 0, and a factor&on off: 
Jje-+&L&3 
with g being a quasi-isomorphism. 
Proof Clearly f factors & -5 22d/d’” + ‘) 
h 
- W. If n = 1, then we have an algebra 
isomorphism @ Qxi z JZZ/J? * for a certain set of xi’s; the sum is finite in each dimension. 
Let K E @ Qi be the ideal generated by a system of representatives for KerH * (h). Obvious- 
ly, we may consider d/g2 = K @((&/J?*)/K). It follows that we get a map 
& -+ (&/2*)/K + 9J which is a quasi-isomorphism. 
For the case when n > 1 we will use the next lemma. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let G be a connected, finite type dga. Suppose f: G + H is a quasi-isomor- 
phism which factors G 2 G/J 
f’ 
- H where J is an ideal of G. There exists a twisted tensor 
product G/J @I,, AY and maps such that the diagram below is commutative: 
GP’ G/J 2 GIJ @s,AY 
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with h 0 p, f” quasi-isomorphisms. Moreover the connectivity of Y is at least that of J - 2 and 
Y is of$nite type. 
Proof: We construct AY by induction. First let Y. = 0 andfb = f’. Clearly H”(fo) is an 
isomorphism and H*( fo) is epi for * 2 0. Supposef,: G/J @,, A Y + H constructed such that 
H *(fi) is an epimorphism for all * and it is an isomorphism for j I i. Let {xi}, 
Xi~(G/J o,AY)if’ be a system of representatives for a basis of Kern” ‘(fi). Let 
K+, = x@ {s-rxi). Take on G/J@,AYi+, the differential which extends the differential 
on G/JOdAYi by d(s-‘xi) = Xi. Extendh to,fi+,: G/J@,AYr+r -+ H byh+r(s-‘xi)= tiy 
where tie H verifies dti =fi(xi)_ Passing to the limit we get our claim. Remark also that the 
connectivity of Y is one less the connectivity off’ and this one is at least the connectivity of 
J-l. As KerH *(h) is finite dimensional for each *, Y is of finite type. 
Return now to the proposition. We apply repeatedly the lemma. We start with 
&&+Sgj&p+l)~ 
a. Let ~2, = ~I/d~rl” ” md A Y’ given by the lemma together with 
the quasi-isomorphisms &&-VI 
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r --+ $9. Now f; factors again dl - 
&&$n’l) hl --+ %? and we may apply again the lemma. At the i-th step we get 
&q&d. h I ---+ 23 with ti and h quasi-isomorphisms and pi = ~ii 1 od A Y’. Clearly, 
A’ = lim _zIi is nilpotent of the right order and we have a diagram like in the statement. To 
conclude, we just have to see that .zI’ is of finite type. For that it is enough to show that the 
connectivity of the Y”s is strictly increasing. By the lemma the connectivity of Y’ is at least 
that of &?!:” - 2. But &, = dii- 2 md A Y’- ‘. Hence the connectivity of Jr!!: ‘) is at 
least 4 + that of Y’- ‘, (n > 1). 
Remarks. a. If d in the previous proposition is the minimal model of a simply- 
connected, finite type space X we get a series of “obstructions” in order for X to be of 
nil I n. The first step is to ask for the projection go = g: 1;4 -+ d/d’“‘*) to admit a retract 
up to homotopy (this is equivalent to catX 5 n). To formulate the m + 1 obstruction 
suppose gm : d -+ .F&/J~: + ” constructed and suppose it admits a retract up to homotopy. 
Then we may construct &m + 1 and a map gm + , : d + d,,, + 1 /a?:‘, :‘. The m + 1 obstruction 
requires for gm+ 1 to admit a retract up to homotopy. 
b. The inequality nil 2 Cl together with the next lemma gives another proof (in the 
rational context) of the fact that CI I cat + 1. 
LEMMA 3.8. If F -+ E -+ B is a fibration of finite type, simply-connected spaces, then 
nil(E/F) 5 nil B. 
Proof Suppose A(B) + 93 is a quasi-isomorphism with 9I simply-connected of finite 
type and @“+ ‘) = 0. We may represent the inclusion F cs E by a projection 
p: 93 Bld9 + y where 9 is a minimal model for F. Clearly Kerp @ Q represents E/F; on 
the other hand Kerp = 9 @‘d 9, hence it is nilpotent of the wanted order. 
Applying this to the fibration nE,(oX) -+ X + B,(SZX), when n = catX, we get that 
nil(X v ZnE,(nX)) I n. Along with Cl I nil, this implies cat + 1 2 Cl. 
We pass now to the inequality nil < Cl. The main part in proving it consists in showing 
that we can model a map CZ + X in term of “short” models. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let ~4 be a free, simply-connected dga ofjnite type and let f: d -+ d, 
be a quasi-isomorphism such that _c41 is simply-connected of$nite type and A?!“+” = 0. Let 
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A# be an augmented dga with a2 = 0. If g: ~4 -+ LAY is a morphism of augmented dga’s, then 
there exists a dga d2 ofJinite type, simply-connected with Jp+2’ = 0 and maps making the 
next diagram commutative: 
& A 4 
e 
- -011 
where both h and e are quasi-isomorphisms and e 0 h = f: 
Proof. Write & = JZ& @ 9 with S& minimal and f free acyclic. If S& = (A{xi}, d) let 
~4 = (A {s- ‘xi}, 0). By the standard construction of a KS. model for the multiplication 
~1: &’ @ & -) &’ ([3]) we get a twisted tensor product T = (-01 @I ~4) ad &” which fits into 
a commutative diagram: 
where II/ is a quasi-isomorphism. Clearly, we have inclusions il : &’ -+ T, il (x) = x @ 1 @ 1, 
i,: & -+ T, i2(x) = 1 @x @ 1; both of them are quasi-isomorphisms. Recall also 
d(s-‘xi) = xi 0 1 @ 1 - 1 @xi @ 1 mod(d @ .& @I &‘2). Let p be the projection 
(d@~&‘)@~&“+~$@~~$“whichsends 18x01 tozeroforxE&. 
The inclusion il makes Tinto an ~2 module. Let K = SZ’~ @d T = (z&‘~ @I &) @I,, ~4’. Let 
p1 = z&l1 @I p, $1 = ~4~ @ $. Remark that $, : (dl 8 d) Bd d’ -+ dl is a quasi-isomor- 
phism. The morphism g makes S? into an &’ module. Consider K as an ~4 module via the 
inclusion ii given by the composition of the map T+ K with i2. Let S = g Bd K = 
(~4~ @I W) add’. Denote p\ = $3 8 pl. 
We get the following diagram: 
Here both ii and i;’ are quasi-isomorphisms, g’: K = (_c41 @I &) @I~&’ + 
(~4~ @I A?) @I~&’ = S is the obvious map and $i 0 i; =f: 
We also have the following commutative diagram: 
o- (~1@2)@bd~’ -& (_s41@JZ!)@‘dJJ!’ p, JYl@d& - 0 
9” 
1 
9’ 
I I 
o- (221 @d)@*JZz’ i’ (di@a)@,,JZZ+’ P; JZ?i@‘d&’ - 0 
where both short sequences are exact. It is easy to see that ~$r @)d &” is acyclic, hence both 
j and j’ induce isomorphisms in cohomology in positive degrees. Let W1 = Ker( j’) @ Q, 
R = Ker( j) @ Q. As p1 0 ii = 0, pi 0 i;’ = 0, ii and il factor respectively through R and W1 . 
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Notice now that both SJ and 4?, are algebras with trivial multiplication. The inclusion 
hr : &I -+ Q @ ((&r @ a) 0 XI’) = 98r which is a quasi-isomorphism gives an algebra split- 
ting 9, = g 0 W. The elements in W are sums of monomials a 0 b 0 c with a E ~2, b E 8, 
CE d’ at least one of a or c not being a constant. This shows that the splitting is also 
differential because for such a monomial we have d(a 0 b 0 C)E W. It follows that the 
projection 99 0 W-+ 2.8 is a dga morphism. Let u: g, -+ 98 be this projection. Clearly, it will 
also be a quasi-isomorphism. Define y”’ = U’ g”. We obtain a commutative diagram: 
&?I <’ -- 9J 
.&I .?a 
Here ti2 = I/I, oj, jc8.s = ii, ez s = J s is a quasi-isomorphism and u J h, = id. 
LEMMA 3.10. There is an acyclic ideal J c R such that g”’ and G2 vanish on J and 
(R/J) @+2) = 0. 
This result implies immediately the factorization of both g”’ and $2 through XI* = R/J. 
Proof of lemma. Consider the short exact sequence: 
o~(~~O~)Od-C4’~(~~O~))Od~‘~~*Od~’~0 
Let F,(dr) = Sf, F,(d) = 24, F,((=4 0 d) Odd’) = C,+,_ F&&r) 0 F,(d) 0 -c4’, 
F,,(&‘r Odd’) = F,(&‘r) 0 d’ and F,(R) = F’,((&‘, @ &‘) Od&“) n R. All of these are dif- 
ferential filtrations. They induce spectral sequences and at the E0 term we get a short exact 
sequence: 
0-t E,(R)+ E,(d,)OE,(~)Od’h~E,(d,)O~nl’jO 
The internal differential in s3’ is null. It follows that, when we pass to El, the map H*(h) will 
remain surjective. Hence at the El term we get a short exact sequence: 
O+ E,(R)-+ E,(,~,)@E,(sZ)@~‘- “*(‘*’ E,(scZ~) @ d’-+ 0 
Now E,(d) = E,(sZO) (recall d = J& @ 9 with J& minimal and 9 acyclic). Notice that 
Ecn,* (&r Bd ~2’) = 0. Also E2’ ‘,* ((&‘] @ &‘) gd &“) = 0. This last fact follows because we 
have an obvious isomorphism: (El(sZl), d,) C-3 2 = ((E,(sZl) @ E,(&‘,,)) Odd’, d,) with 
X free acyclic, Z = (&,, Odd’, d,) (as algebras El(s&) = do; the isomorphism corres- 
ponds to just a change of generators). 
The induced long exact sequence of the E2 terms shows EC”+ l,*(R) = 0. Let 
I = F,,+z(R) and let (pi} be a minimal set of elements of F,,, , (R) such that: 
1. The ui’s survive at the El+’ term of the spectral sequence giving the classes [ui]. 
2. {dl([ui])} spans the image of dl in E;+‘. 
In this case J = I + c Qui is an acyclic ideal of R. Moreover (R/J)“+’ = 0 and both 
$Z and 9”’ are null on J. 
Remark. The spectral sequence argument used above is analogous to one used by Felix 
and Halperin in their study of the Ganea spaces. By a similar method it is possible to show 
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that if F+ X + Y is a fibration of finite type, simply-connected spaces, then 
nil(X/F) I nilX + 1. This strongly suggests CatX = nilX. 
COROLLARY 3.11. If CZ ’ - X -+ Y is a cojibration sequence of jinite type, simply- 
connected, rational spaces, then nil Y < nilX + 1. 
Obviously this implies nil < Cl. 
Proof Because CZ is a formal space we may represent f by a map f’: M(X) + H = 
H*(CZ). In a standard way we may find a free dga A’, quasi-isomorphic to A(X) and 
a surjective mapf”: d’ + H which represents alsof: By applying the previous proposition 
we get a commutative diagram: 
where d is simply connected of finite type, h is a quasi-isomorphism and s?(“+~) = 0; 
Q @ Ker(g) represents Y and it is nilpotent of the right order. 
Remark. The ideal proof for the inequality nil I Cl would consist in an extension of 
Lemma 3.2 to the case of Lie algebras with differential filtrations of arbitrary length. It is not 
clear if such a generalization is true. 
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